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Brown Swiss heifers.

Should You Buy or Raise
Philip H . Cole
Extension Dairyman
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Prpviding enough replacements
with high milk production potenti al is one of the most important
jobs a dairyman has to perform.
Improvement of any herd is possibl e only when cull cows are replaced by well-fed and well-bred
replacemen ts.
One of the surest ways to improve herd production is to mate
cows to sires of known transmitting ab ility, then feed an d manage
the re ultant heifers in a manner
which enables them to express their
inherent potent ial for high milk
production.
The number of calves dairymen
need to raise each year to maintain
herd size depends largely on herd
management an d herd h e a 1 t h .
Dairy Herd Improvement Association results indicate that 20-30%
of the milking herd must be replaced each year.
Not all calves born will live, develop properly or reproduce well.
Calf losses during early life run as
high as 30% on some farms. Thble
l indicates the number of replacement heifers availab le under good,
average a nd poor management
when calving intervals are 12 and
15 months. It is obvious that when
management is a v e r a g e or less,
little, if any selection of replace-
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ment heifers ca n be made to replace the 20-30 % animal turnover.

Buy or Raise Replacements?
D airymen should raise their own
herd replacements. However, it is
no longer true that all dairymen
benefit from this practice. Many
commercial herd o w n e r s have
found it necessary to buy part or all
of their replacement heifers.
With the specialization found in
dairying, dairymen should consider
raising replacements as a separate
enterprise. This means a careful
ana lysis of the cost of producing
replacements must be made. Some
dairymen would then realize that
it is costing more to raise heifers
than the animals are worth as
springers or young cows.
Some will conclude it is best to
buy their replacements-a good decisio n if based upon present information, conditions and experience.
If you are going to do an average
to poor job of raising replacements
you will probably be better off buying them than raising them.
From a disease prevention standpoint it is better to raise your own
replacements than to have them
contract raised . Contract raising is
preferred to buying heifers; buying
open h~ifers is preferred to buyi ng
bred heifers; and buying bred heifers ra ther than adult animals is

T able 2. Cost of raising rep lacements to
24 months.
Amount

H eifer-Value at
3 days of age
Feed
Labor
Veterinary
Breeding
Mi sc.
Mortality
Housing
Interest
Total:

Percent

70.00
229.50
34.00
9.75
10.00
9.36
19.42
19.49

16.9
55.5
8.2
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.3
4.7
4.7

41 3.42

100.0

11.90

than in raiSing calves. Some have
little sensitivity for conditions that
will keep calves healthy and mortality losses at a minimum. Some
have little sense of direction for a
breeding program and have no desire to merchandise a nimals to
other dairymen.

Cal£ shed for replacemen t raising.

Dairy Herd Replacements?

Cost of R aising Replacements
preferred. Advantages and disadvantages of raising your own replacements:
Ad vantages
1. You have a better knowledge
of animals coming into your herd .
2. You can avoid some di ea e
problems that might exist when
a nimals are contract raised a nd
particularly when animals are purcha ed and brought from other
herds.
3. It is not likely you will be able
to get the top animals in a herd
when bu ying replacements.
4. Everything being equ al, it
offers replacements a t a minimum
of cost.
5. There is pride in having a

breeding program that develops
outstanding a nimals and even elling some of your exce s animals to
other dairymen.
Disadvantages
l. It complicates the management of a specialized dairy farm .
It is frequently necessary to keep as
many head of young stock of various ages as you have cows in the
milking herd.
2. Replacements frequently compete with the dairy herd for labor,
space, forage and capital that might
return more profits through the
milking opera tion.
3. Everything is seldom equal,
consequently some dairymen have
more skill in buying replacements

Table 1. Potential yearly call crop and heifer replacements per 100. ~ows with cows
calving at various intervals under various management conditJOns.
12·month
calving
interval

15·month
calving
interval

100
potential calves

remaining

Potential calves per
I 00 cows per yea r
Management
conditions

Loss due to:
Sterility
Abortion
Stillbirth
Death before 23
months of age
Males
Poten ti al female
replacemen ts

Predicted loss
percent
Good

I

I Poor

Av

3
3
3

7
6
7

10

5
50

12
50

Good

I

Av

80
after loss

I Poor

Good

I

Av

I Poor
72
63
53

93
87
80

90
79
67

77
75

12

97
94
91

72

74
69
63

17
50

86
43

68
34

50
25

67
34

53
27

40

43

34

25

33

26

20

11

3

20

Two elements are required to
make a budget meaningful:
1. A history or record of past performance or experience.
2. An accurate estimate of costs
that will apply to the items or ingredients as they are performed or
purchased during the 24 months of
the replacement raising program.
The major items or ingredients
are not difficult to enumerate, but
to specifically include all charges
is impossible. Further, the individual manager must make decision
as to whether investment in a particular ingredient of production
ca n be justified by the probability
of a profita ble return, or by the
avoidance of a probable loss if the
investment is not made.
Feed-For large calves, assume
they will be off milk or other liquid
feed b y the time they are two
months old. Calves of small dairy
breeds should require about the
same amount of milk or replacer,
and starter as large breed calves,
but they require this amount over
a longer period. Therefore, three
months or 90 days are required for
the first period for small calves.
The use of silage and pasture is
not indicated. Certainly a wise
manager will make frequent substitution of silage for hay and pasture
for hay where it fits into his pro(continued on next page)

Dairy Herd Replacements
(continued fr om page 3)

duction scheme, but these substitute feeds will not greatly cha nge
the cost unless the operator is willing to provide these fora ges at
grea tly reduced prices.
La.bm--Estimating time involved
in raising repl acements is difficult
a nd labor per calf can vary depending upon facilities a nd equipment.
If an accurate survey or record
keeping program was instituted to
determine the labor requirement,
the amount of time spen t on raising
would be the "ch a rge per hour."
Morbidity and mortality rates are
both possible causes a nd effects of
the labor used in raising h eifer . If
calves are kept healthy a nd alive,
less time is required to take care
of them. On the other hand, if time
required to care for them is shortened, more sickness and probab ly
a higher death rate will occur.
Veterinary 1\tf eclicine a.ncl B1·eecling- Estimates of veterinar y expenses a nd breeding include drugs.
It is expected that m a n y of the simple procedures a nd treatments will
be done by the herdsman.
A pregnancy examination a t 4560 clays may save sufficient time to
pay for its cost. If a highly competent veterinaria n performs this service, the addition of thi s cost will
probably be returned man y times
over by less delay in time the heifer
comes into production; redu ced
feed consumption before she comes
into production, a nd, if sold as a
bred heifer, a hi gher reliability and
a greater trust in the integrity of
the producer on the part of the
p urchaser.
Miscelfan eous Charges-Charges
included here are mainly for bedd ing, taxes a nd insurance . During
the first two months of the calf's
life some heat a nd electricity will
be used:
Ho using Costs- The most expensive part of the housing costs comes
during the first 60-90 days. It is
ass umed h ere that a nursery building with pens 3' by 4' or smaller tie
stalls will be used. Considering
alleys and feed storage an d prepara-

tion area, abo ut 25 square fee t per
calf will be needed .
This area wi II n eed co ncrete
floors, pens, insu lated wall s an d
ceiling, so me supplementa l heat,
fans for ventilation, li ghting, equ ipment for feed preparation, sa nitation a nd probably water und er
pressure.
A one-third to one-half occupancy wo ul d be maximum for a
dairyman who ha s most of his
ca lves dropped in earl fall and
winter, a nd who doesn't purch ase
other young calves to b e r a ised for
replacements.
Open housing will suffice for
calves two months old a nd over.
Thirty five square feet per heifer
should be adequate.
Oth er housing might be used
during the nursery period-calf
hutches, for example, might be
cheaper to construct per ca lf but
their li fe would likely be less than
10 years.
Hortalit y-A h erd owner should
strive to keep ca lf mortality be low
5 percent. Those that have losses as
high as 15 percent probably should
bu y their replacements. An yone losing more th a n 15 percent of the
heifers prod uced by the herd will
find it necessary to purchase some
replacements if a ny culling for improvement is to occur.
Interest on I nvestment-On an y
e nterprise th a t involves a long period of time, (in this case, two years)
interest becomes an important cost
factor. The fact that interest on
investment represents a hi gher
charge than anyone of four other
ch arges- veterinary, breeding, miscell a neous costs, or mortality at the
l 0% level-seems a t first hard to
believe. Further, in this budget the
cost of labor, mortality and housing were not inclu ded. Calcul a tion
of interest is m ad e on the investment at the mid-point in a growth
period at a rate of 6 percent per
ann u m.
Management, 6 Months
to One Year
After h eifers reach six months of
age, good growth wi thout fattening
can be achieved by feeding a n
abundance of good quality forage
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a long with an adequate amount of
a s impl e gTa in mixture (14- 16%
crude protein) . Often, the same
mixture being fed the dairy herd is
sa tisfa ctory. The h ay (or ha y equivalent if pasture anclj or si lage is fed)
to grain ratio shou ld be limited to
a 2 to I ratio.
If hi gh qu ality forage is fed , h eifers of th e large breeds ca n be limited to fou r pounds of grain per
day a nd those of the smaller breeds
to three pounds per d ay . \ Vhe n forage is of poor qu ality or in limited
suppl y, grain levels may need to
be in creased. \'\hen avai lable, the
roughage ca n be good quali ty silage
or pasture.
He ifers on pasture should h ave
free acess to fresh water, iodized
sa lt, a high phosphorus mineral
mixture (steamed bone m eal, eli calcium phosphate are exam ples) ,
and adequate shade a nd protection
from flies . Heifers on pasture a nd
those receiving silage shou ld also
be fed some hay.
Management, 12 Months
to Freshening
Heifers that have m ade normal
growth as calves through 12 months
of age can be grown to fresh ening
age by feed ing maximum amou nts
of good quality forage a nd a mmtmum amount of a simple grai n
mixture . Improved pasture, good
quality h ay a nd silage are all suitable forages for yearli ng heifers
when feel alon e or in combination
with each other.
If heifers are to reach good size
as 2-year olds, they should be ke pt
growing continuously from birth to
freshening.
Effects of Over-conditioning
The effect of plane of nutrition
during early life upon the performance of Holstein dairy cows was
studied by Cornell workers. Calves
were assign ed a t random to three
groups a nd fed at low (65 % ), medium (100% ) and high (140% ) levels of nutrition from birth to first
calving. N utrition levels were based
upon M orrison's energy standards
for growth a nd maintenance.
From first calving to second calving, those grown at low, medium

T able 4. Age and size to breed.
Age
\Normal weight
(months)
(pound s)

Breed

Ayrshi re
Brown Swiss
Gu ern ey
H oi tein
Jersey
Milking Shorthorn

16-17
17-1 8
15-16
16-17
15- 16
16-17

730-780
860-910
640--{)90
850-900
580-630
740-790

workers have also observed that
the udders of cows overconditioned
as calves a nd heifers h ave a more
mea ty texture. As a result, the circul a tion or blood flow to a nd from
the udder m ay be omewhat reel ucecl.

When to Breed Heifers

Replacements sometimes compete with the herd for labor.

and hi gh pla nes of nutriti on to first
ca lvi ng received 11 8% , 10 9 ~ a nd
I 00 % of \1orrison's standard s, respectively. From secon d ca ]\,in g on ,
each group was fed a t I 00 % of
Morrison's sta nd ards for produ ctio n, mainten a nce, growth a nd r eproduction.
Services requ ired or first con ception were not sig nifi ca ntl y different.
Heifers raised on the low pl a ne
required 1.55 services, tho e on the
med ium, 1.4 1 a nd th ose r a ised on
the hi gh plane of nutnt1 o n required 1.48 services per first conce ption.
This is a longtime experiment,
but results to da te indi cate that
heifers ra ised on a hig h plane of
nutrition to first calving fail to
produce as well as tho e fed at
e ither the medium or low plane
(T a bl e 3).
Tennessee workers, using iden-

tical twin J ersey h eifers, obtained
simil ar results. In this stud , heifers fed according to Morrison 's
s t a ndards (I 00 % ) out produced
tho e fed a t a hi g h level of nutrition ( 153 % ) for the first two lactations b y giving nearl y 12.5% more
milk.
Though tl1e reasons for this are
not full y understood, it h as been
theorized that (1) fatty deposits i n
the udder prevent development of
some of th e secre tory cells; (2) possibl y over-conditioning reduces the
a bil ity of the cow to produce an
adequate suppl y of the lactogenic
hormone (the one responsible for
ini t iat io n of produ ction and persisten c of production), thus preventing h er from being able to express her true inheritance; and
(3) the resulting additional body
weight requires a greater amount
of feed for ma intenance. Some

Table 3. Average lactation yield of m il k by nu trition level.
Lactation

Low (65o/o)
lb

Medium (IOO o/o)
Jb

High (l40o/o)
lb

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

8,840
10,450
10,932
11,827
13,225
13,385

9,083
10,450
11,438
11,223
12,966
11,772

9,226
9,752
10,777
10,713
10,887
11,322

68,659

66,932

62,677

Total of averages
for 6 lacta tions
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In general, heifers of each of the
major dairy breeds tha t h ave made
norm al growth m ay be bred at 15
months of age. D airymen may want
to breed some heifers a t an earlier
age a n d others beyond 15 months
to comply with fall calving schedule.
H eife rs bred to calve early (less
than 24 months of age) should h ave
feed intake restricted during the
las t 6-8 weeks before they are clue
to calve. This could aid in reducing
the size of the calf and help prevent
difficulty at calving.
Earl y breeding of well grown
heifers hould make it possible to
ga in lactation, shorten the " boarding" period and increase the overall efficiency of da iry production
(Table 4) .

Feeding, Care of Bred Heifers
The bred heifer can be fed and
h andled in the same manner as
other yearlings until the last two
or three months of pregnancy. The
last three months is the period in
which the unborn calf makes nearly
two-th irds of its growth. Therefore,
during this time a bred heifer may
need extra grain for condition,
growth of the fetus a nd her own
growth . Heifers may require as
much as 8-10 pounds of grain daily
a few weeks before calving. On the
other hand they may need very
little, if any, grain. The main precaution is not to get them fat .
At least two mon ths before calving, it is good practice to in troduce
(continued on next page)

Dairy Herd Replacements
(continued from page 5)

the bred heifer to the milking herd .
This permits her to become accustomed to the other cows and the
new premises. Some clair men run
heifers through the milking parlor
for a period before they ca lve. All
these practices are aids in training
the heifer in good milking habits.
Life-long milking habits are often
formed by the way a heifer is
trained and milked at first calving.
First calf heifers should be h andled
gently and properl y prepared for
rapid milking.
After lactation has begun, keep
in mind that first calf heifers are
still growing. They should therefore be given an extra allowance of
protein and energy (grain) above
the requirements for maintenance
and milk production so that they
can milk to capacity and finish
growing at the same time.
Con tract Heifer Raising
Dairymen with limited facilities
who wish to expand their milking
operation can do so by having their
replacements grown under contract.
Contracts may be those with an option-to-purchase, or direct contracts.
Contra cts should be equitable to
both the dairymen and the growers
and flexible enough to accommodate cost changes and desires of the
parties involved.
D rawing Up a Contract
Contracts may be either optionto-purchase owner sells the calf
but reserves the right to buy the
springer th at results at market
price) or direct contracts (dairyman
retains ownership and pays the
grower a fee) . Regardless of the
type contract, it may be advisable
for dairymen to keep their calves
until they reach at least three
months of age, since the grower
may not have an available supply
of milk. This eliminates bucket
feeding of milk or a milk replacer
thus reducing some of the risk of
scours and high death losses.
Contracts should protect both the
dairyman and grower.

Suggestions
I. Specify what the grower shall
provide : feed, water, electricity,
housing, pasture, management, etc.
2. Specify the period of time th at
the contract is to be in effect: starting d ate, ending date and a means
of terminating contract a t other
than ending da te.
3. Provide for the grower to take
physical possession of the animals,
but for title, to remain in the contra ctor (li st a nimals covered by the
contract on a separate description
sheet).
4. Describe the responsibility of
the contractor as owner of animals.
It should be stated as to who is
liable for animals injured or death
losses.
5. Provide for methods of payment. In man y cases th ere will be
prepayments to help pay the grower's out-of-pocket costs, as well as
fin al payment.
6.
minimum rate of daily ga in
per heifer should be stipulated plu
the provision that failure to provide ma nagement to achieve this
gain will result in termina tion of
the contract or in adjustment of the
compensation for raising.
7. Provide for repossession.
8. Provide for adding animals to
the contract.
9. Provide for disposal of nonbreeders.
I 0. Provide for disposal of poor
da ir y prospects.
ll. State who shall pay the cost
of vaccination, worming, dehorning, breeding and simi lar items.
Specify the various vaccinations
that must be given and specify the
ages at which they must be given.
12. Stipulate who is to pay for
transporta tion . This should also
include a stipulation for the place
of weighing the calves and springer
heifers.
13. Provide for taxes and assessments.
14. Amendments to the contract.
15. Consider arbitration. Statutes
have been passed in most states
which require certain arbitration
procedures to be followed if the
parties agree to arbitration.
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InfertilityWhat Are
The Causes?
L arry L. Larson
Asst. Professor (R eproducti,•e Physiology)

Infertility in the dairy herd is
a common complaint. Increasing
h erd size and mass h andling of
cows together with th e eco nomic
squeeze has focused the attention
of dairymen on this problem.
Infertility can be an individu al
cow problem or a h erd problem.
Th e top milk producer in the herd
receives more attention. If she fail
to conceive after three ervices the
clair man may feel he has a reprodu ctive probl em although several
average cows might be repeat breeders a nd not be considered a real
problem.
Approach
I . Determine if an infertility
problem exists.
2. Note what as pect of reprod uctive effi ciency is affe cted and determine what factors could be involved.
3. Eliminate as man factors as
possible.
An infertility problem cannot be
solved until it and the factors involved can be id entified.
Identifying the Problem
To determine if a herd reproductive problem exists, it is neces ary
to know the level of breeding effi.
ciency you can expect to achieve.
This should be done by systemati ca ll y comparing your herd average with the expected normal range
for each criterion of breeding effi.
ciency. A New York study (1970)
examined some criteri a an d determined the average frequency of
occurrence for each (T able 1).
These are averages and some variation should be expected from
year to year. There is no herd inferti l ity problem if these goals are
attained, even though there might
be an individual cow problem. A

Table I. Goals for good reproductive efficiency.•
Criterion

Abortions (% )
Retained placentas (% )
Metritis (%)
Cystic follicles (%)
Anestrus after 60 days postpartum (%)
Postpartum interval to first estrus (days)
Post partum interva l to first breeding (days)
Breeding efficiency
Services per conception (no .)
30-day nonreturns (% )
60-90-da y nonreturns (%)
Repeat breeders (% )
Calving interval (months)

Expected range
(herd average)

1- 2

5-10
5-10
5-15
2- 5
30-40

70-75
1.3- 1.5

70-75
65-70
8-10
12-1 3

• Cornell University (1970)

reproductive prob!em in about 10%
of the cows is to be expected. This
may involve one or more of the
criteria noted in Table I. By noting which criteria are affected you
can obtain a general indication
whether the problem is disease,
general hygiene, infertile semen or
management.
A bo1·tions: Primarily this is a disease and poor sanitation problem.
Also, it can be caused b y improper
nutrition, molds, endocrine imbalance, stress and physical injury.
Retained Placentas (afterbirth):
This is a rather common occurrence
in cattle where the snap-like attachments between the membrane surrounding the fetus and the uterine
wall fail to separate.
The incidence of retained placentas is increased following twinning or where there are calving
problems, disease, uterine infections and poor nutrition. The maternity area should be as clean and
free of bacterial contamination as
possible. Sunshine will destroy most
bacteria in areas that are dry and
do not have an accumulation of
manure and old bedding.
Metritis: Primarily a sanitation
and hygiene problem. Usually occurs after retained placentas or
other calving problems. It may be
an indication of poor hygiene at
calving. The infection can be
spread between cows in poorly
maintained free-stalls where the
cows' vulvas are against the retaining boards at the back of the stalls.
If it occurs after natural service it
may indicate an infected bull.
Cystic Follicles: Primarily an endocrine dysfunction. These occur

most often in the winter months
and following complications at
calving. Cystic follicles have been
associated with high milk production probably due to the added
stress and nutritional requirements.
This condition may be somewhat
hereditary.

Anestrus After 60 Days Postpartum (fa.ilme to cycle): Either a
health or management problem. A
Minnesota study found that 90%
of reported anestrus cases were due
to failure to observe heat. It is recognized that "silent heats" do exist.
However, 93 % of the cows in a
ew York study had shown visual
signs of heat by 90 days after parturition.
Common causes of true anestrus
are pyometra (uterine infection),
cystic follicles and stress (nutritional inadequacy) . Pregnancy
should be considered if it is possible that the cow was bred.
Postpartum Interval to First Estms: Same as above. Calving and
sanitation problems will lengthen
this interval. Silent heats are more
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frequent during the early postpartum period. Close observation is
necessary to detect heats.
Postpartum In t e Tv a. l to FiTst
BTeeding: Primarily a heat detection problem .. Any of the above
factors that cause anestrus or the
failure to observe es trus will increase this interval. Also a problem
if the cows are bred too soon after
calving. It is recommended that
cows should be bred about 60 days
postpartum. Heats before this time
should be recorded and expected
heat dates after 60 clays noted in
advance.
Breeding Efficiency: Services per
conception, 30-clay nonreturns and
60- to 90-day nonreturns are general indicators of reproductive
problems. In addition to all of the
previous factors these criteria are
altered by the following: poor
semen quality or an infertile bull,
poor insemination technique, improper time of breeding, abnormal
egg, abnonnal uterine environment
and anatomical abnormalities. A
60- to 90-day nonrenun rate that
drops more than 10-15% below
the 30-day percentage would suggest too many early embryonic
deaths or repeat breeders or both.
Repeat Breeders: Factors that
could be involved in regular repeat
breeders (cycle every 17-24 days)
include: poor quality semen or
infertile bull, bred too early or
late in the heat period, abnormal
egg, low grade infections and anatomical abnormalities. Factors that
might cause irregular repeat breeders (cycles 1-16 clays or greater than
25 days in length) include: cystic
ovaries, early embryonic death, pyometra and silent or missed heats.
Calving Interval: This is the best
overall indicator of a reproductive
problem. If any of the criteria of
reproductive efficiency are abnormally high the interval will be
increased. Therefore, all of the
factors discussed can alter this criterion.
If the nature of the reproductive
problem can be identified by examining and determining which criteria are involved one has taken the
first big step toward solving the
problem.

h andled four units. The herringbone parlor was a do uble-4, with a
single milker h a ndling four units.
The crowd ga te was mechanized
a nd equi pped to stop automa ti call y
from pres ure agai nst the rema ining cows. The group-washing system emp loyed irriga tion spr inklers
in the holding pen floor that thoroughl y washed th e under ide of
a ll cow simulta neously.
" -:-\o machine-stri pping" wa defined as the absence of machinestripping other tha n a on e-time
ma age of each quarter while simulta neous ly add ing wei ght to the
unit claw. Based on previous studies, a 3% drop in a nnu al milk production per cow is expected wh en
the machine- tripping of each cow
is dropped from th e milking routine.

R esults

Preparing the Cow for Milking
Robert D. Appleman
Professor (Dairy Production)

Milking practices co uld be improved on most Nebraska dairy
farms.
Universit of Nebraska anima l
sciemists arrived a t this conclusion
when, with the a id of a computer,
they si mulated several different
combinations of milking parlors
and milking routines using motion
and time stud y data.
A recent study b C. F. Micke
and R. D. Appleman has led to
these conclusions (whe n milking
100 cows):
I. A mechanical crowd gate saves
55 hours of labor yearl y.
2. A group-washing system saves
140 hours of labor daily.
3. The absence of machine-stripping saves 249 hours of la bor daily.
4. The combination of these wi ll
reduce the percent of time the ma n
is busy in the p arlor from 88% to
60% .
5. In a herringbone parlor, a
group-washing system a nd the abscence of machine-stripping will reduce the number of cows having an
excessively long interval between

prepping a nd machine application
from 65 down to 35. Very few, if
an y, cows in a side-open ina parlor
a re prepped excessively long.
6. In a side-opening parlor, a
combi na tion of th e first three item
will redu ce machine-on time by
one minute and reduce the number of overmilked cows from 49
to II .
7. In a h errin gbone parlor, a
combin at ion of the first three items
will red uce machine-on time by
one-half minute a nd reduce the
number of cows OYermilked from
17 to 0.
8. In a side-opening parlor, the
combination of mechanization, no
stripping, and milking more cows
to make up for the time saved can
increase net r e t u r n s by S5,000
yearly.
9. The same combination in a
herringbone parlor can increase net
returns by S7,000 yearly.

Assumptions
In this study, the side-opening
parlor was a double-2 equipped
with pneumatic, positive action
entry and exit gates. A single milker
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There are two primar measurements of efficiency, one dealing
with parlor efficiency (time req uired
to milk I 00 cows) a nd the o ther
associated with the milker's performance (percent of time th e m a n
was bu sy). Results are listed in
T ab le 1.
A crowd ga te resu lted in a fi,·e
minute savi ngs in milkin g time.
Group-washing sawd 12 minute of
time while the abse nce of machinestripping saved over 20 minutes.
Thee three combined would appear to save 37 minutes per milkin g or 444 hours per year. However,
because each function is not completely independent of the other,
the computer tells us tha t we ca n
expect only a 29 minute av ings or
a bout 350 hours yer year.
The no-machine strip routine
lowe red th e percent of time the
mi lker was busy b y 13 percentage
units. Group-washing lowered it
about 8 percentage units whi le a
crowd ga te had little effect. \Vh e n
all three are comb ined in one s stem, again because of the interaction, the percent busy time is expected to drop from 88 0 , which
is too high , to a very acceptable
60 % figure.
In terms of how well a milking
system and routine performs, there
are two phases of the cow response

that should be studied . One is the
proper preparation of the cow for
milk letdown ; the other in how
much overmilking occurs. In these
respects, the side-opening a nd herringbone parlors are quite different.
Proper preparation of the cow is
necessary to obtain maximum milk
letdown and fast milking. It requires about 45 seconds after the
1111t1ation of stimulation before
milk letdown occurs; thus, the milking unit hould not be applied too
quickly. However, the effect of the
milk letdown hormone, oxytocin,
decreases with time, so milking time
increases materially if the machine
is not applied within 2y2 minutes
after in itiation of letdown.
At the other end of the milking
process is the timing of machine
remova l. Research results do not
clearly demonstrate that overmilking is a predisposing factor in causing more mastitis. However, overmilking does resu lt in a longer
machine-on time and lowers the
cows-per-hour capacity of a milking
parlor.

Table I. Reduction in time required to milk 100 cows and percent of time the man
is busy.
Time requi red to
milk I 00 cows

% time man is busy

Side-opening

H.erri ngbone

(min)

(min)

188

169

No crowd gate
:-Jo group wash
Machin e stripping
Old routine

Side-opening

Crowd gate
Group wash
i'\o machine strip ping
Combined effect
of 1 +2 + 3
5. Ne"· milking routine

Herringbone

89

89

R eduction in

R eduction in time
I.
2.
3.
4.

I

%

5
11
19

4
12
22

1
6
12

2
10
14

29
0

29
0

27
0

29
0

Table 2. Reduction in stimulation time and percent of cows prepped too long.
% cows prep ped

>

Av. stim ulation
Side-opening

Herringbone

(min)

(m in)

No crowd gate
No grou p wash
Machine stripping
Old routine

.4

3.2

R eduction in time
I. Crowd gate
2. Group wash
3. No machine st1ippi ng

0

I

Herringbone

0

65

R eduction in

%
0
10
16
30
41

0

.1

.5
.6

0
0
0

.2
0

1.0
1.7

0
0

0

4. Combined effect of
1 +2+3
5. New milking routine

2 .5 m in.

Side-opening

Side-opening Parlor
In the typical side-opening parlor, cows are prepped individually
and the milking unit applied immediately- before the milker moves
to another stall. This results in
an average 15 second prep-time,
considerably less than the recommended 45 second average. Groupwashing tends to lower this another
5 seconds, while a crowd gate and
no-machine-stripping routine have
little or no influence (T able 2).
Since cows in a side-opening parlor
rarely go 2.5 minutes after initiation of letdown, adding mechanization or the cessation of stripping
will not improve this characteristic.
Mad1ine on-time, due to more
overmilking, averages about 45 seconds longer in the side-opening parlor than it does in the herringbone
parlor. In the typical side-opening
parlor, a unit is removed from cow
A in stall I, cow B then enters stall
1, is prepared for milking and the
unit attached before the milker
leaves to give attention to one of
the cows in stalls 2, 3 and 4. Any or
(continued on next page)

Table 3. Reduction in unit-on time and percent of cows ovennilked.
% cows overmilked
min. + strip time

>I

Unit·on time

Side-opening

H erringbone

(min)

(min)

6.3

5.5

No crowd gate
No group wash
Machine stripping
Old routine

Side-opening

2. Group wash
3. No machine sni pping
4. Combined effect of
1 +2+3
5. New milking routine

He.r ringbone

49

R eduction in time
.2
.1

I. Crowd gate

I

17

Reducti<n1 in

.2
.8

.2
.6

2
9
20

1.0
.2

.6
.4

38
12

%
2
6
16
17
8

Table 4. Evaluation of sideopening parlors with various levels of mechanization and
routines.•
Conventional
Stripping

Economic value•
Option I
Option II
Man comfort•
Cow h ealth•
Prep
Overmi lking

Highly mechanizedb
Stripping

No-stripping

Fair

-S2080
+S2680
Good plus

+ 840
+S297oGood

- 1530
+$5080
EXcellent

Fair
Poor

Fair
Fair

Poor
Poor

Poor
Fair to good

so
so

No-stripping

• The side-opening parlor with no mechanization and with stripping practiced is the base parlor.
b With group -washing and crowd gate.
• Annually, Option I is labor savings only; Option II is net returnS from m ilking additional cows
(25% net return of gross).
• Rating is relative to " ideal" standards.
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Preparing the Cow

T able 5. Evaluation of herringbone parlors with various levels of mechanization and
routines. •

(continued from_page 9)

' all of these three cows h ave an
increased probability of being overmilked .
Machine on-time is lowered by
the addition of a crowd gate, group
wash, or cessation of machine-stripping b y .2, .2, .8 minutes, respectively (Table 3). Similarly, the
number of cows in the milking
herd overmilked more than one
minute p lus stripping time (if an y)
is lowered 2, 9 a nd 20% respectively (Table 3) . Again, beca use of
the interrelationship of these items,
if all three were instituted simultaneously, machine-on time would
be expected to drop b y one full
minute and the percent of cows
overmilked would be lowered from
49% to on ly II % Herringbone Parlor
The herringbone parlor differs
from the side-opening parlor primarily because cows are handled in
small groups-fo ur in the case of
the double-4 parlor evaluated in
this stud y.
One probl em observed in our
motion and time studies was the
tendency to h ave too long a n interval between initiation of letdown
a nd m achine a pplica tion (Table 2).
Two-thirds of the cows milked h ad
a n observed prep-time exceeding
2.5 minutes. The average prep-time
was 3.2 minutes. A crowd gate,
group-washing and the absence o f
m ach ine-stripping lowered the percent of cows with excessively long
stimul a tion times by 0, I 0 a nd I6 % ,
respectively. Tlhe addition of either
a ,g roup-washing or no-stripping
routine lowered the average preptime to 2.2 minutes with 35 % of
the cows exceeding the 2.5 minute
interval.
Machine-on t i me averaged 5.5
minutes in a herringbone parlor
and as m a n y as I7 % of the cows
were overmilked for more than I
minute . The addition of either a
group-washing or the cessation of
machine-stripping r e d u c e d the
number of cows overmilked excessively down to the 11 % and I %
level, respectively. When both were

Highly mechanizedb

Convent ional

Strippi ng
Economic value<
Option I
Option II
Man comfort•
Cow health •
P rep
O vermilkin g

No·st.rippi ng

Stripping

No-stripping

+S 330
+SI090
Fair

- $1460
+ 5340
Good plus

+ _1240
+ S46IO
Good plus

- $ 1020
+ $7630
Superior

Poor
Poor to fair

P oor
Excell ent

Poor
Fair

Poor
Excellent

• The side-opening parlor with no m echa niza ti on and with stripping practiced is the base parlor.

b With group-washing and crowd gate.
c Annually, Opt ion I is labor savings only; Option II is net returns from milking additional cows
(25 % net return of gross).
d

Rela tive rating.

incorpora ted simulta neously, the
average milking time was reduced
to 4.9 minutes.
High Producers vs. Low Producers
One hundred high producing
cows required I5 minutes more
milking time tha n 100 low producing cows. Because the unit-on time
was one-half minute longer for the
h igher producers, (which was n ot
sufficientl y a nticipated), average
stimul ation time was .3 minute
longer in the herringbone parlor
a n d 6% more of the cows were
prepped excessively long.
In a side-opening parlor, only
24% of the high producing cows
were overmilked while 31% of the
lower producers had the machine
on too long.
Milking R outine
T wo different si mula ted milking
routines were studied. In the first,
the milkers tended to keep the stalls
full at all times at the expense of
proper machine application. In
the seco nd, the computer was programmed to place a higher priority
on attempting to a ttach the unit
a t the proper time than on keeping
the stalls full of cows.
The first routine was thought to
be the one commonly practiced on
the farms studied , possibly clue to
the desire to obtain m aximum
grain intake, while the la tter routine was thought to be the one
more likely to result in improved
milking practices.
The results indicated that the
second routine h ad no influence
on ei ther total mi lking time nor
the percent of time the m an was
10

busy (T able 1). It did, however,
reduce the number of cows in a
side-opening parlor tha t were overmilked consid erably from 49 % · to
37 % (Table 3) . In a herringbone
pa r lor, it reduced the number of
cows that had an excessively long
prep-time from 65 % to 24% (T able
2).
Economic Impact
The economics of mech aniza tion
and no-mach ine stripping practiced
in side-opening parlors are given
in T a ble 4. Option 1 ass umes a
3 0 loss of production when there
is no stripping a nd the time saved
is not used to milk more cows. In
this case, even with mech a ni za tion ,
net returns would be expected to be
some $ I ,500 lower annually.
In Option 2, the time saved is
used to milk more cows, up to the
previous level of labor employment. It is assumed that additional
feed supplies and cattle housing
facilities are available. ~ et returns
were calculated a t 25 % of the
added milk income. No-machine
st ripping, e ve n without added
mech aniza tion, is expected to improve income by nearl y $2,700 annually. The addition of a crowd
ga te and group-washing system
would add a nother $ 1,400 to the
annual realized income.
Similar calcula tions for the herringbone parlor are shown in T able
5. Again, Option l results in an
annual loss in income of about
$ 1,000, even with mechanization.
Option 2, without m ech a nization,
would increase a nnual income by
$5,300; with mechaniza tion, net income would go up another $2,300.

Chin-Ball Mating Device.

KAMAR detector is glued to back.

Mechanical Devices

Detecting Cows
Larry L. Larson
Asst. Professor (Reproductive Physiology)

A recent California study indicates that failure to detect cows in
heat soon enough after calving is
a major cause of prolonged calving
intervals.
Increasing herd size, higher milk
production, crowding, slick floors,
au tomation and less time taken
by the dairyman to ob erve each
cow individually contribute to this
problem.
In most cases, the problem of
heat detection can be solved if the
dairyman is wi lling to devote the
necessary effort. The percentage of
cows detected in heat is proportional to the time and effort spent
observing them.
Eoonomics
filk production per cow per day
increases as the average days open
decreases. Therefore, it is economically desirable to maintain a 12-1 3
month calving interval. This means
that a cow must conceive by 90
clays after calving to meet this objective. In a California study of
7,977 gestations and reproductive
failures, it was found that almost
40% of the cows had not even been
bred by 90 days, primarily because
they had not been detected in heat.
A good heat detection program
is essential for utilizing artificial
insemination. Nebraska ranks relatively low in both the percentage
of cows bred by AI and in average

•

Heat

milk production per cow. Bulls
whose daughters would be expected
to produce I ,000 pounds more milk
than their herdmates are available
to all dairymen through the use
of AI.
Estrous Cycle
Most cows come into heat every
2 1 clays. However, a few cows might
have cycles as short as 18 days or as
long as 24 days and still be normal. Cows will cont inu e to cycle
throughout the year unless one of
the following conditions exist:
I. Pregnant.
2. Pyometra (uterine infection).
3. Mummified fetus.
4. C stic ovaries.
5. Stress (nutritional inadequacy,
disease, etc.).
6. Freemartin heifer.
Of 556 heats recorded by three
dairymen, about % of the cows
were first observed in hea t in the
morning and Ys of the cows were
first observed in the afternoon. The
dairymen were able to detect signs
of heat in about half of the cows
for as long as 12 hours but very few
cows exhibited heat signs for as
long as 24 hours.
Signs of Heat
The most common method of
determining estrus in cattle is by
visual observation. The number
and intensity of estrual signs manifested varies greatly between animals. Estrual signs that can be visually observed include:
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I. Standing to be m o u n t e d
(standing heat).
2. Attempted mounting of other
cows.
3. Clear mucus discharge from
the vagina.
4. Moist, swollen and reddened
vulva.
5.
ervousness, restlessness and
bellowing.
6. Redu ced milk production.
A bloody discharge is noted from
approximately 40 % of the cows,
particularly younger cows and heifers. The di charge is normal and
does not indicate whether the cow
conce ived or not. This bloody discharge occurs about 2 days after the
cow was in heat so she can be expected to be in heat again in 18
days.
It is generally agreed that the
average duration of heat is 15-18
hours. However, som e cows may be
in heat only 3 hours while others
may be in heat for 30 hours. It is
obvious that an imals showing estrual signs for a short period could
go undetected even if you follow
the recommended procedure of observing cows at least twice a day
for heat. \ e have not been able
to do much to solve this problem
except to suggest that the dairyman
sho uld do a better job of observing
his cows for heat. Presently there
is no foolproof, practical method
of detecting heat other than visual
observation.

Mechan ical Aids for
Detecting Heats
I. KAMAR Hea tmoun t Detector.
One heat detection device is the
KAMAR Heatmount D e t e c tor
which is glued to the back of a cow
about even with the hip bones.
When the cow in heat is mounted,
the pressure from the brisket of the
mounting cow on the detector releases a dye and turns it red. These
would be put on each cow being
watched for heats.
Five dairymen with herds of 60-120 cows in size used these detectors
in a field trial. Two dairymen
found the detectors to be valuable
aids in detecting heats and plan to
continue using them on all their
(continued on next page)

D~teding Cows in Heat
(continued from page 11 )

' cows. Two other d airymen reported
numerous a pparent "acciden tal"
triggerings and felt they were a
waste of time and effort.
It was not possible in this study
to determine hm m any of the recorded accidental or false positives
were actually missed heat periods.
The number of accidental positives
did vary between h erds. This is
attributed to differences in stall
construction, crowding of a nimals
and to the degree the dairyman
used them properly.
The proper positioning of the
Hea tmount Detector on a cow's
rump is extremely important. If
they are too far forward the dye
will not be released by the mounting cow, a nd man will be triggered
accidentally if they are too far back.
Man
accidentals were reported
when first put on the cows. Perha ps
they itch and the cows try to scratch
them off.
The major problems with the
Heatmount Detectors include: accidental triggerings, the problem of
seeing and replacing detectors in
the milking parlor, and the extra
time and effort required to use
them properly. However, all dairymen thought the detectors could be
of some practical value, particularly
on problem cows. Detectors might
be limited to only those cows due to
be bred and just bred.
2. Chin-Ball M ating Device. The
other heat detection aid is called
the Chin-Ball fating Device. It
is a halter with a container of marking fluid attached to it. There is a
spring-loaded valve on the bottom
of the container which works like
a large ball point pen.
. The halter is placed on an aggresSive animal that is likely to seek
out · and mount cows that are in
heat. The animal wea rinothe
b
halter will leave a mark on the
cows it mounts.
Six d airymen have tested the
halters in herds of 60-150 cows in
size. Four used the halters on cows
with cystic ovaries; two used them
on surgically altered bulls. The
bull s were prepared b y surgically

known. For safet y reasons and carcass value it seems desirable to sell
the bulls b y three years of age. This
wou ld require that a new young
bull be prepared each year or two
for repl acement.
The Chin-Ball Mating Device is
relativel y convenient since it only
requires refilling about every two
weeks, although it s h o u lei be
checked d ail y. One filling will mark
a bout 20 to 30 cows. Every dairyma n sta ted th a t the halter was helpful. Several reported th a t some of
the previous] ha rd to find cows
" ·ere detected in heat by this
me thod. Again, it is not possible to
know the number of hea ts tha t
were observed after the da iryma n's
attention was drawn to th e cow
because sh e h ad been m arked.
The m ajor disadvantage of the
halter is th a t its success d ep ends
on the efficien cy of the animal
wea ring it a nd that these a nimals
may cha nge from day to cl ay. The
animal must be active and aggressive. The da irymen report that any
cow found in heat should be taken
o ut of the herd so that th e m arker
animal will seek out others that
might be in h eat. Also, if it is extremely cold th e ink carrier may
freeze.

deflecting the penis off to the side
at a 45 o a ngle so that the bull cannot breed the cows he mounts.
The dairymen were asked to record all detected heats a follows :
(1) cow was observed but not
marked ; (2) cow was marked but
not observed in standing heat; or
(3) cow was both m arked and observed in hea t. D a ta for each of
the four herds in which the halter
was used on c stic cows are given
i n Table l.
D ata indi ca te that vi u al observation is still es entia! but that about
a fourth of the heats would h ave
been mi ssed without the a id of the
halter. The number of cows detected in hea t b y being ma rked but
not observed varied with season
a nd the acti vity of the a nimal wea ring the halter.
For ex a m p 1 e, one dairym an
D, T able 1) durinosilo fill(Herd
•
b
m g time observed very few hea ts
althoug h num erous cows were
marked and subsequently bred.
La ter he was spending a grea t deal
of time in the b arn and the cow
wearing the h alter was not very
aggressive, so tha t he observed
man y more cows th a n were being
marked.
Sufficient d a ta to establ ish the
effici ency of surgically altered bulls
as hea t detectors are not ava il able
but preliminary results from two
dairymen
(T a b!e 1) are encourao-.
b
mg . The young bulls still do not
mark every cow tha t comes into
heat but they are certainly marking
many that the dairyman would
h ave missed. The length of time
that the e bulls will remain active
a nd the number of cows which can
be handled by one bull is n ot

Table I.

Cystic

Number of
heat
cycles
de tected

I

~l ethod
Observed
only

heat was detected

I

Marked
only

I

Observed
& marked

I

'lo of
heats
observed
only

% of
heats
marked
only

Bred
by
mark•

COWS

A
B

c

D
Total

102
66
73
147
388

38
21

Number of

CO\\'S

52
122

24
15
29
31
-99

40
30
33
64
167

37-3
31-8
15.1
35.4
-31.4

23.5
22-7
39.7
21.1
-25.5

12
5
27
18
62

24

57

40

19.8

47.1

53

II

Surgically altered bulls
E &F
121
:a

It appears that both of these
mech a nical devices ca n be of some
practica l value in helping identify
cows in heat. Each has certain disadvantages and each requires some
special attention from the dairym a n to m ake it work properly. It
will still be essential for the dairyman to closely observe his cows for
heat.

Efficiency of the Chin-Ball Mating Device in estrus detection .

I
H erd

Summ ary

bred after bei ng marked but not observed in heat.
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nomic comparisons. By use of this
method we have developed two
ta bl es and ou tlined procedures for
making p rice comparisons for corn
silage and a lfalfa hay.

Alfalfa hay as roughage source.

Alfalfa Hay or Corn Silage?
Foster G. Owen
Professor, Dairy Nutrition

In Nebraska, th e prin cipal roughage avail able on da iry farms are
alfa lfa and corn silage.
Some d airym en use only alfa lfa
hay as a so urce of roughage; o th ers
use mos tl y corn silage. R esearch
has show n that equ a ll y high m ilk
yields ca n be obtain ed whil e feeding eith er hig h qu a lity alfa lfa h ay
or corn sil age as th e primary rough·
age. Th erefore, th e choi ce o f ro ughage sho uld be based largely on the
compar ative economi cs of feeding
th ese ro ughages to a parti cular
in c! ividu al herd .
T his article will discuss techniqu es for making economic comparisons of hay and silage. One
method involves formul ation of
complete r ations with an electroni c
computer. Another utilizes "feed
factors" d eveloped by the late Dr.
Bill Peterson a t Minnesota.
The "feed factor" m ethod provides values for calculation of a
compar ative price for nearly all the
common feedstuffs based on their
protein and estimated net energy
value relat ive to that in N o. 2 corn
and soybean meal (44% crude protein).
The method requires first tha t

th e "feed factors" fo r a given feed
be loca ted in spec ia l ta bl es. (i\forri·
son's Feeds and Feeding T extbook
is one source of these tables). For
each feed, its fac tor for so ybean
m ea l is m ultip li ed by the current
pri ce of soybea n m ea l and its fa ctor
fo r corn is multi pli ed by the price
of corn . T he two va lu es are then
to taled, yield in g th e current dollar
valu e of th a t parti cul ar feed. This
v a 1 u e r epresents the combined
worth of the pro tein and n et energy
of th a t feed r elati ve to th e cost of
these nutri ents in soybean meal and
corn.
This method admittedly is not
perfect, giving no credit to the mineral and vitamin values of feeds .
This is not a serious limitation
however, since the energy and pro:
tein va lue of feedstuffs accounts for
pmctica lly the total worth of a feed
for dairy cows. In addition, corn
and soybean meal m ay not be the
most appropri ate bases for comparison. But since they are the most
common energy and high protein
sources ava ilable in ebraska, neither is this a serious objection to
the method .
Therefore, we consider the "feed
fac tor" method to be a simple and
practical means for m aking eco13

Feed Factor Method
You can determine the worth of
alfalfa hay fo r specifi ed prices of
corn and soybean meal by using
T able I. For example, when corn
is 1.40 per bushel an d soybean
meal is 200 per ton, the value of
a lfalfa h ay is $61 p er ton. If th e
pri ce of soybean meal drop p ed to
$120 p er ton and corn remained
the sa me, then h ay would be worth
only $42 p er ton.
The feed which has the highest
va lu e r ela tive to its cost is, of
co ur e, the mos t economi c feed.
Wh enever the m o s t economic
rough age is p riced lower than its
calculated va lu e it should be in clu ded a t maximum levels r elati ve
to the corn-soybea n m ea l mixture.
In contras t, when a feed 's calculated worth is lower than its cost,
thi s feed should be used a t mini mum levels.
Use T able 2 to determine worth
of corn sil age. For examp le, with
co rn at $ 1. 30 per bushel an d soybea n m ea l at 140 per ton , corn
silage is worth $8.90 per ton . If the
esta blished pri ce fo r corn sil age is
S10, th en it should be used at minimal levels.
T able 2 is based on 28% moisture sil age. If the moisture level is
no t at 28 % , adjust the table valu e.
The fo llowing fac tors can be used:
Silage dry
matter o/o

25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34

Factors to
multip ly b y
price

.89
-93

-96
1.00
1.04

1.07
1.11
1.14
1.18
1.21

35

1.25

36

1.29

37

1.32

38
39
40

1.36
1.39
1.43

Example: If th e silage contains
(co n tinued on nex t page)

Table 2. Comparative value of corn silage.

Hay' or Silage?
(continued from page 13)

31 % dry matter with prices of $1. 30
per bu shel of corn and $ 140 per ton
of soybean meal the value of the
si lage is S9.88 ( 8.90 x 1.11 ).
From these tables you can determine whether corn silage or alfalfa
is the most economic roughage.
For example, let's assume corn is
$1.40 per bushel and soybean meal
is $120 per ton. The current price
at which hay can b e delivered to
th e farm is $30 and the cost of producing corn silage is $10 per ton.
St ep I. Find the economic values
of alfa lfa a nd corn silage from
Tables 1 and 2.
alfalfa = . 42
corn silage = $9.56
Step 2. Calcul ate the price: value
rat io
$30 (price)
hay=
= .71
$42 (value)

$9.56 (value)

$180

Compa ra ti ve va lue of corn si lage(- / ton)•
6.84
6.86
6.88
6.90
7.56
7.52
7.54
7.58
8.20
8.24
8.26
8.22
8.88
8.90
8.92
8.94
9.56
9.58
9.60
9.62
10.25
10.27
10.29
10.3 1
10.94
10.96
10.98
11.00
11.60
11 .62
11.64
11.66
12.26
12.28
12.30
12.32

6.82
7.50
8.1 8
8.86
9.54
10.23
10.92
11.58
12.24

because its va lue is more than its
pnce.
For another example, if hay were
S50 per ton and other prices were
the same as in the above example
then:
Pri ce: value ratio for:
550
hay= - - = 1.1 9
S4.2
Comparative va lue:
when h ay is S50, silage value
is 11.38 (l.l 9 x 9.56)
Then si lage i the best buy
beca use it is worth more than it is
priced, whereas, hay is worth less
than it costs. Silage shou ld be maximized in the ration, because it cost
less than its economic value.
Computer Method
The computer can also be used
to determine the most economic
fo rage-corn silage or h ay. \1\ ith
this techniqu e all known nutrients
in these or any ava ilable alternative
feeds will influen ce the outcome. In
addition to this advantage the computer will calculate the most economic total ra tion . This ration may
have varying proportions of hay

Table I. Comparative value of alfalfa hay.
Price of
corn grai n
(per bushel)

$1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90

Price of soybean meal (44%)
( per !On )
SIOO

5120

5200

6.92
7.60
8.28
8.96
9.64
10.33
11 .02
11.68
12.34

a Based on 28 % dry mauer corn silage

= 1.05

St ep 3. Calcul a te comparative
valu es. \'\Then hay price is $30, silage va lu e is $6.78 (.7 1 x £9.56);
when si lage price is $ I 0, hay value
is . 44 (1.05 x $42) .
Step 4. Conclusion. V1 ith the
prices given in the above illustration alfalfa hay is a much better
bu y th a n corn si lage. Its cost is only
71 % of its value, whereas corn silage costs more than its va lue. If
corn sil age is feel it should be fed
at minimum levels since it costs
more than its economic value. However, if alfalfa hay is fed it should
be feel a t maximum levels. This is

S!OO

S l.OO
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80

10 (price)
silage =

Price of soybea n meal (44%)
( per ton)

Price of
corn grain
($/ bu sh el)

ISO

$140

Comparative value of alfalfa hay (- ; ton)•
~
~
fi
~
34
39
43
48

~

53

M

W

~

~

H

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

55
56
57
58
59
60
61

• Based on leafy alfalfa hay (25- 28% fiber)
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$200

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

and silage or possibly onl one forage. Pri ces of all feedstuffs will b e
utilized by the comp uter in calculating rations.
\\ ith prices prevailing last spring
( 1972) in Nebraska we found by
computer techniques that corn si lage at $10 per ton wou ld not appear in least cost rat ions until the
alfalfa hay price reached $27.20 per
ton; corn silage reached about 50%
of the roughage at 29.60 per ton
for h a , and completely replaced
alfa lfa hay only after hay r eached
42.60 per ton. It is acknowledged
that supplemental protein sources
and grai n were much lower priced
than today.
Summary
Present prices of soybean oil meal
(about $200j ton) and corn (a bout
1.40 per bushel) indicate the value
of alfalfa to be , 61 per ton, which
is considerably higher than hay is
priced at this time. A comparable
va lue for corn silage of $9.60 is near
the actua l $10 cost which is gen erally placed on corn silage.
The charts developed for this
article show that an increase in the
price of corn gra in and especially
a decrease in the price of soybean
meal would improve the relative
value of si lage compared to hay.
T he "feed factor" system of comparative price eva lu ation should
h elp man y of our dairymen in determining which roughage is the
more economic source of nutrients
and in deciding whether roughage
should be full fed. Computer techniques can be utilized to give more
precise information and should be
of special value to medium and
large herd owners.

Type Appraisal Data

Value

•

the Breeding Program

Dale Van Vleck
Visiting Professor, Animal Science

How much emphasis should a
dairyman put on traits other than
those expressed in production records? Can some indication of a
cow's expected production be obtained by measuring excitability,
disease susceptibility, body depth,
udder shape, teat placement, for
example, or other management,
body and udder traits?
Some criteri a for evaluating the
importan ce of measuring a particular type trait are:
I . If closely related to lactation
production or lifetime production,
a trait could be used in place of
production records in the selection
process.
2. The score on a trait may be
closely related to herd life and
therefore, probably, to lifetime production.
3. A trait may indicate ease of
handling (workability) or freedom
from disease or physical handicaps
which are of economic importance.
4. In add ition, if a type trait is
to be important in a selection program the trait must show differences among cows (variation) due
to genetic differences in the cows.
New York Experiment
A type appraisal project to find
traits which satisfy points 2, 3 and
4 was begun in 1961 by New York
Extension Dairy Specialists. Holstein cows in 188 herds were rated
every two years according to m anagement, body and udder traits.
These records were studied together
with production and longevity records corresponding to the type appraisal measurements. Type traits
studied were:
I. Management tmits - excitability, feeding speed, mastitis, mastitis from injury, ketosis, milk fever,
breeding problems, cystic ovaries,
milking speed, milk leak and edema
intensity and persistency.

2. Body tmits - sharpness, typical head, strength of head, shoulder
tightness, back arch, hock straightness, legs (toe out), pasterns, body
de pth, rump slope, pelvic arch, tail
setting, thurl height, heel depth
and upstandingness.
3. UddeT tmits - length (rear),
bulginess (rear), funnelness (rear) ,
length (front), bulginess (front),
funnelness (front), quality, depth,
forward slope, height, strength of
rear attachment, strength of fore
attachment, halving, quartering,
rear teats forward, rear teats sideways, fore teats forward , fore teats
sideways, rear and fore teat spacing,
and rear to front teat spacing.
Production records are adjusted
for various factors in arriving at
genetic evaluatio ns. Should type
traits be similarly adjusted? The
New York study showed that age
differences at appraisal were quite
large for only about one-third of
the traits. Changes with age were
particularly important for mastitis,
body weight and udder depth. Production records need not be adjus ted for stage of lacta tion , while
type traits may be noticeably affected.
Many udder traits other than
halving, quartering and teat placement were affected by the stage of
lactation with generally higher
scores early in the lactation. The
exceptions were udder quality and
strength of fore udder attachment
which had lower average scores
early in lactation.
There were no differences from
year to year in average scores. Herd
effects were also generally small,
accounting for less than 10% of
the variability for most of the body
and udder traits. Herd differences
did account for about 15-25 % of
the variability for the edema traits,
ketosis, body weight and feeding
speed, suggesting that for sire evaluation the herdmate level of the
daughters could be ignored except
for these traits.
15

One important adjustment in
sire production evaluation is for
numbers of daughters. The size of
the adjustment depends on the
heritability of the trait in addition
to the number of daughters.
Heritability, briefly, is the ratio
of the variation in cows due to the
differences in their genetic makeup
to the total variation in cows due
to both genetic and environmental
differences.
A high heritability indicates
progress can be m ade by selection
since genetic progress is a product
of the accuracy of selection (which
is greater with higher heritability),
the amount of selection, and the
genetic variation.
When heritability is near zero
there can be little or no genetic
progress since the cows are all genetically alike.
Estimates of heritability for most
type traits were so small that genetic progress for those traits would
be very slow even if selection were
only for one such trait, and would
be much slower if selection were
for several traits at the same time.
A notable exception among the
management traits is milking speed.
The heritability estimate of about
25 % from this and other studies
is similar to that for milk production.
Selection for faster milking, if
desired, would probably be successful. Some body traits also have
relatively high heritabilities, so selection could be effective for body
size (weight and upstandingness)
and moderately effective for sharpness, height of thurls, depth of
body, levelness of rump, tightness
of shoulders and height of tail setting. Estimates of heritability were
small for all udder traits in this
study.
Rapid Improvement Slow
Results from examination of over
16,000 Holstein records, in agreement with other research, suggest
that rapid improvement in most
type traits by selection would be
frustratingly slow. If several traits
were to be improved simultaneously the progress in any one trait
(continued
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next page)

Table 2.

Type Appraisal Data

Traits which meet two or more of the four requirements for inclusion in a
selection program.

(con tinued f rom page Jj)

would likely be even less exciting,
especially since progress for production traits would be markedly reduced. But, are any of the type
traits closely related to first lactation or lifetime production?
There were 5,000 Holstein cows
with both first lacta tion production
records and first lactation type appraisals with 2,000 of these also
having lifetime production information. Correlations of the type
traits measured in the first lactation
with first lactation milk and fat
yield, fat percent, lifetime milk and
number of lifetime lactations were
calculated.
These correlations were generally
small compared to a perfect positive correlation of 1.00 and a perfect nega tive correlation of -1.00.
Values near zero, as most of these
were, indicate no relationship. Only
a few of the correlations were
larger than .I 0. With first lactation
milk these were: feeding speed, the
edema traits, sharpness, body depth ,
rear udder length, udder depth (the
highest, .27), height of rear udder,
and strength of fore udder attachment (negative) . Only depth of
udder had a correlation with production greater than .15. Of all
the type traits only sharpness h ad
a correlation greater than .10 with
lifetime performance.
The joint multiple correlations
(considering the best possible combination of type traits) with first
lactation production and lifetime
production were also relativel y
small as shown in T able 1.
·w hat is obvious from Table 1
is that even all type traits taken
together do not satisfactorily indica te first lactation milk yield, being
only 44% as effective in selection
Table 1.

Economic
va lu e

Trait

tlfanagement
Mi lking speed
Feeding sp eed
Edema
Intensit y
Persistet1cy

Yes
?

Body
W eigh t
Sharpness
Depth
Shou lder
Rump
T ail set
Thu rls
pstandingness

All type
Management
Body
Udder
First lactation milk

.44
.24
-24
-33
1.00

>. 10

>-15

9-4 1-50
3-49-48

.23
No

No
.16

55-41-4
62-32-5

No
No

.12
.II

Yes
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Yes
1-41-58
4-48-48
2-23 -75?
5- 18-77?
10-81-9?
15-57-28
8-43-48

.40
-2 1
.17
.16
.17
.16
.19
.39

No
.J5b
.10
No
No
No
lo
No

20-63- 17
8-66-26- 1
11 -63-26

No
.15
No.

.14
.27
.10

0-4 -26-70
0-5-36-58

No
.16

-.10
No

.16

No

Udd er
Length , rea r
Depth
H eight, rear
Strength of attachment
Fore
R ea r
Teat spacing
R ear

16-82-2?

a Percent o f CO\\'S in each ca tegory for that tra it-a n indication o f variabi lity, for example; 9 o/o of cows
were cl assed as slow . 4 I 9f. as average and 50 tJc as fast milkers.
b Correla ti on with life time m ilk o f . 16.

for first lactation milk yield as the
first lactation milk record. Similarly the type traits are not very
good a t predicting lifetime perform ance. Milk alone in the first
lactation does a better job of predicting lifetime performance. The
management, body and udder traits
were about eq ua lly poor in predict·
ing lifetime production although
the udder traits were better than
ei ther management or body traits
in predicting first lactation yield.
A more important aspect of selection is whether the genetic correlations between traits are high . Such
correlations are difficult to estimate
accurately. However, the genetic
correlation between first lactation
production and lifetime production
was nearly perfect, 100% . Similarly
the genetic correlation between first
lactation production and number

Lifetime
First lactation
milk

Rela ted
yield

to

Yes
Yes

Multiple correlations of first lactation type traits with first lactation and
lifetime production.

Tra iu

H eri tab ility

Varia tion•

milk

No. lactations

.30
.18
-19
.17
.35

.27
.17
-16
.15
.23

16

of lifetime lactations was high,
80-90% . These high correlations
show that selection for high production in the first lactation is very
efficient in improvi ng lifetime production . Actually, if the longer
generation interval is considered
when selecting for lifetime production, selection on the basis of a first
record is much more efficient in
improving lifetime production than
is selection on lifetime production.
The criteria used to judge
whether a trait should be selected
for were listed earlier as: economic
importa nce, variability (differences
in scores), genetic differences (heritability) and correlation with economic traits such as lactation milk
yield or lifetime production. Table
2 summarizes traits which satisfy
some of these requirements. Deciding whether a trait is economically
important is often an individual
dairyman's decision so a question
mark is listed for many traits.
Certainly milk yield qualifies on
all counts. But what other traits
might also be considered? Milking
speed qualifies directly, being economically important on most farms,
variable and with genetic differences in animals. Body weight
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1\f uch of the feed used o n dairy
is produ ced a nd stored o n
farms
>=
r---the
sa
m
e Fa rm. Th e pro fi tab ility
"' 200
1.20
~
.-----of th e fa rm and th e performa n ce
180
of th e h erd m ay be drast ically reduced b y a " brea kd own" in the job
MILK
MILK+
MILK +
MILK+
M ILK+
MILK+
MILK +
Ml LK +
of preserving th ese crops until fed.
ALONE.
1 TR~IT
Z TRA IH
3 TRAITS
5 TRAITS
10 TRAIH
ZOTRAITS
30 TRAIH
Improper pr ese rvat ion may resu lt
NUMBER OF 1RAIH SELECTED FOR
in loss in n utri ents, r ed uced n uFig. 1. Rcla ti,·e progress for milk yield if se lec tion e mph asis is equal for se,·eral traits
tri ent ava ilability, lowered p alat( ass um e se lec tion for milk a lo n e g ives 1,000 lb progress) .
a bilit y a nd produ ct ion of da ngero u tOXInS .
be im portant be fore they are con - 1
m ight also qu alify si nce the salvage
Jn h ay, pr in cipa l losses a re from
id ered for se lection otherwi se mi lk
value of an an imal m ay b e ecora in d amage or from heat ing of
yield , und eni a bly importa nt economi call y importa n t an d in a d airyhay whi ch is too wet when p ick ed
nom ica lly, will no t be improved as
beef operation the " ·eigh t of steer
up from th e fi eld .
fast as poss ible.
calves would be importa nt. On the
R c earch sho"·s th a t most of the
other h a nd excessive weight would
loss during fi eld curin g is du e to
Conclusion s Not Encouraging
require extra feed to m aintain the
shattering of lea ,·es. This loss ca n
cow.
Con clu ion from thi st ud y ar e
be minimi zed by windrow ing diSharpness mi ght be m arketable
rectl y a ft er cuttin g, all ow ing the
no t enco urag ing to those wh o " ·a nt
for a registered breeder, there is
to imp rc> ,·e type trait qui ckl y b y
" ·in drow to dr y " ·ith o ut turningvari a tion a nd su fficient heritability
e,·en a fter a ra in if possible-an d
se lecti on. Th e heritab iliti es of most
for selection . Shar pness ·was also
t rai ts are so lmr that progress would
by pi ck in g up th e \rind row before
the on ly type a ppraisal trait h avi ng
be slow e\·en " ·ith selection o nly for
th e d e" · dri es off.
a correla tion (.16) with lifetime
If ha · is stored at mo isture levels
a sing le tra it.
yield or numb e r of lactations
Th e sm a II correla tion s fo r the
a bo,·e 35 o-~ , r ete n tion of nutrien ts
greater than .I 0, but first lacta tion
type traits ,,-ith first lac ta tion prois redu ced a nd diges tibi li t ' is lowmi lk yield has a correlat io n t\\·icc as
du ction indi ca te t ype does not proered . e pcciall y fo r prote in. Volu nlarge with lifetime performance
ta r y in ta ke, growth a nd mi lk pro,·id e a sa tisfactor y indi ca tor of pro(.35).
du cti on m ay be redu ced. H owever ,
du ction. T aken as a gro up th e
D epth of body, upstan di n gn ess
an im al performa nce seems to b e
scores o f th e 49 type traits are
a nd udder depth have su fficien t
affec ted on ly to a minor extent in
equ a ll y as good as mi lk produ ct ion
heritability and varia bility to enmost tri a l up to c!O o r 50 a-- m oisalone in pred ict in g life tim e proa bl e progress by selection but the
duct ion or number of lactat ions.
ture (T a bles I c · 2). Con eq uent ly,
economic values are not clearly
a major concern with feed in g h ays
Th e high correla tion b e tween
importa nt.
preserved a t hig her moisture levels
first a nd lifetime producti on sugThe other point to keep in mi nd
is th e possibl e d a nger of mold to
ges ts th a t first lacta tion production
is that if select ion is for m ore than
both the animal and in the food
shou ld r ece ive most of the se lection
one trait, improvement in a single
products produced. T es t s have
empha sis in a breed in g progr am
trait is onl y a frac tio n of th e imshown th a t molds can b e reduced
fo r high li fe time produ ction .
provemen t if selection is for tha t
in high m oisture h ay by certai n
Some type trai ts such as udder
tra it alone ( Jj ,IN where N = the
chemi ca l inhibitors.
a ttachments sho uld be continu ally
number of traits selec ted [or). Figchecked, h owever, to m ake sure
Th ere is evidence th a t a proure I shows this rule gra ph ica ll y.
th a t seri ous weak n esses do n o t d ep ion ic acid p reservative will grea tly
Improvem ent in milk y i e l d is
redu ce mold growth a nd may imvelop. Simila r! some m an agemen t
shown r ela tive to a 1000-lb in crease
tra its m ay n eed p eriodic monitorprove digestibility a nd red uce losses
in milk by selection of milk alone.
m storage. However, animal pering so th a t acceptable levels are
The chart r e-emph asizes tra its must
main rained.
(cont inued on next page)
u
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Pre~ervi ng Feeds

Table 4.

Formic acid treatment of h ay crop sil age.

(co n ti nu ed f ro m P?ge 17)

Unwi lted

fo rma n ce result h ave not been coni tent. Add iti o na l da ta are needed
on effects on nutri e nt pre erva tion
a nd economi cs b efore preservatives
ca n be gen erally r ecomm ended.
The m a in fac tors in ob taining
good ilage pre erva tion a re m oisture level a nd th e va ri o us factors
rela ted to good p ackin g. \\hen
corn a n d sorgh um silage a re h ar ves ted a t nea r m aturity, few problems are en countered . H ay crops
ho uld b e left in the fi eld and
wilted dow n to a bout 65 01 m o i ture to p reven t eepage a nd to
promo te effectiYe fermentation in
co nventi onal uprig ht sil os. bo ut
70-75 ~ mo isture i id ea l fo r m ost
bunkers, stacks a nd tren ch silos.
H owever, if " -ilting proceed s
until m ois ture level of 45-ss r;~
a re rea ched , exte nsive oxi da tive
losses rn a occu r unl ess thi s forage
i stor ed in "ga -limi ting" stru ctures. Exten ive ox ida tio n will redu ce en ergy, protein a nd vitamin A
Table I.

High moisture h ay for heifers.
Dry
matter
intake

Hay
prepara tion

I

Bod y
weight
gai n

lb f da y
17.9
1.82
17.7
2.07
17.8
1.56

25 % moi sture- ba led
40 % rno i tu rc-ba led
40% moisture- stack
( 1\ebra ka. 1971)

Table 2.
H ay
moisture

whe n
stored

Effect of hay moisture level on
lactating cows.

I j :r~~~. I

Milk

lb j d ay
41
40
43
40
40

22 %
28%
33%
42 %
49%

Fat

%
37 .7
34.8
36.9
35.6
33.7

3.70
3.78
3.56
3.51

3.46

• 60 '7< ha y.
( Nebra ka , 1972)

Table 3.

Protein digestion as affected b y
moisture level of forage.

C rop

Hay

Alfalfa
Oats
Sudan

75

0

• 60·75 % moistu re
b 35 ·50 % moisture

Wilted
silage•

%
71
47
54

Low
moisture
silage•
0

60
39
41

Triab

Gain , lb j day
Gai ns, lb f d ay
Milk, lb f day
Milk, lb j d ay

4

Control

.8

2
2
2

Wilted
Acid

Control

Acid

1.3

46.6

1.4
45.8
44.0

1.8
47.5
45.3

( t;S DA. 1971 )

p re erva tion a nd will lower digestibility, especiall y for protein (Table
3). Inta ke a nd milk yield are also
ver likely to suffe r.
\\ h en stored a t r ecommended
moi ture level , preserva tive agents
a re not n eed ed. However, whe n
d irect-c ut or hi gh m o isture crops
a r e ensil ed , ce rt a in preserving
agent m a · b e help ful.
Formi c acid i th e m o t thorough ly tes t e d a nd co nsistently
effec ti \·e ad ditive. \\ h en .5 0 formi c acid is added to direc t cut h a '
crop fo rage, p resern ti on o f dry
m a tter i in creased from about 51or;· ' ga in s a nd efficien c of ga in s
b y heife r ar e in creased a bout soc;;,.
M ilk p rodu ction is a] o improved
to a sm all d egree when the additive i includ ed in wi lted silage.
Trea ted , unwilted silage h as produ ced even hig her milk yields tha n
w il ted il age (T a ble 4).
nfortun a tely fo rmi c acid is too expensive
to recommend a t this time.
Ferme nta bl e ca rboh ydra tes-molasse a nd gro und gra ins-ma y provid e benefits " ·i th high moisture
·ilage. Except for improved aroma
a nd co lor, th e benefit a re not
la rge or onsi tent. Other additives
rna provid e ben efits a! o.
Certa in enzym e cultures h ave
shmm ben efits, esp ecia ll y in protein preservat ion, a nd in one Nebraska tri al im p roved effi cienc of
milk production resulted. Before
purcli a in g additives one shou ld
compa re th e possib le economic
ben efit 'vl'ith the cost.
i\lost gr a ins ca n be pre erved a
dri ed whole kernels, ensi led or preserved with acid . Results of experim ents show that on a dry basis,
en il ed high moisture corn, h.igh
moi sture ea r corn a nd dry corn are
esse ntial! equal for lactating cows.
However, mi lk fa t test is sometim es
d epressed with high moisture
grain s.
reduced intake of forage
is associa ted with this problem.
18

\'\h en fed as high moisture grain
barley is also practically equal to
dr y con centra te ingredients.
High moi ture she 11 e d corn
trea ted with propionic acid appears
equa l to dr y corn a nd untreated,
ensil ed high m o isture hell ed corn
Khen feel to lac ta ting cows. No detrim ental effects of the additive on
cow ha ve been shown.
se of th e add itive is an altern a tive for pre er ing high moisture
gra ins when dryin g is not possible
or when good ensiling faciliti es are
no r available. Trea ted grain can
be stored in cribs on barn floors or
eve n outside if covered to protect it
from moisture. In most storage
m e thods, plastic under the pile is
recommended.
Cost is a primary con ideration.
Thi s can b e min imi zed with lower
moisture grains a nd by feeding
chem ica lly prese rved grains before
wa nn wea ther.
For example, storage of 35 %
moi sture gra in from November to
1\farch requires on ly half as much
preservative as storage from November to Jul y. Also, grains with
35 0 moisture require about 1.5 0
propionic acid and with 25 % moisture on ly 1.0 0 . So if ch emical preservatives are used, the grain shou ld
be perm itted to mature and dry as
mu ch as practica ble before h arvest.
Summary
Present knowledge for harvest
and storage of feedstuffs suggests
addition of preserving agents only
in special circums tances.
R ecent research results indicate
tha t preserva tive age nt can effectivel y reduce molding of high moisture hay a nd grains and that certain additives wi ll r educe silage
los es and improve feeding valu e.
Add iti ona l research and developments are needed to define the cond iti ons required for economic benefits.

A working agreement is necessary in multiple man operation.

Multiple Man Dairy Operations
Don

J. Kubik

District Extension Dairyman
Northeast Station

In the iidwest the family
dairy farm is still the backbone of
the dairy industry. However, one
of the big changes on our dairy
farms is the increase in the number
of multiple man operations.
Many of these multiple man operations are being set up as partnerships or corporations, while
others are being set up on the basis
of a working agreement. A working agreement is similar to a partnership but retains more flexibility
in that there is no joint ownership
of property. The working agreement is often used as a trial arrangement before entering into a
partnership or corporation.
Two situations normally lead to
multiple man operations:
I. Replacement of hired help
with a junior partner. This may
be a working agreement or partnership.
2. A second party is added and
the business is rapidly expanded to
accommodate the additional party.
Animals added with rapid expan-

sion may not be as good as those
in the original herd, and they may
crowd present facilities. 1 ew experi ences at the larger herd size require adu stments that need to b e
m ade ow r a period of time.
The focal point of this discussion-the working agreement-is an
arrangement where both parties
have an interest in the business but
little or no joint ownership is involved.
The same basic principles apply
for the partnership or corporation.
Both of these arrangements are
more permanent as they involve
joint ownership.
Let's examine some of the reasons why a young man might be
interested in a working agreement
as a stepping stone to a partnership or corporation.
A working agreement provides
an opportunity for a young person
to get started, be it a son or a nonrelated person. It gives the young
man a means to build some equity
before entering into a partnership
or corporation. Under some arrangements, the junior party owns
his own cows and so it gives him
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time to build his equity in them
and build their production. It also
allows th e young man an opportunity to trade his labor for the
investment of the senior party.
A working agreement provides a
p eriod of time for exploration, a
time for the two to build and test
the relationship. It gives the young
man an opportunity to try dairying
on a new basis. It also gives the
junior party a chance to evaluate
the total operation , including
buildings and equipment as well
as people involved.
A working agreement provides
for some relief of labor problems
on dairy farms today. Time off can
be provided with the knowledge
that good labor will be maintained
since both parties are interested
and kn owled geable in th e busin ess.
The working agreement provides
a chance for expansion of volume
on the investment already there on
the dairy farm. The milk parlor
and some of the other faciliti es are
necessary for 20 or 120 cows and
many times a few cows can be
added with very little, if any, additional investment.
Incentives can be built into a
working agreement. \t\l'here cattle
run together, they have to be cared
for similarly and so anything that
is done for one cow or one group
of cows also has to be clone for the
others. There are some problems
where there are individually owned
cows, such as the "your cow and
my cow" problem, and possible
preferential treatment, although
normally this is insignificant.
A working agreement retains
maximum flexibility, as there is no
joint ownership of property or
equipment, and provides an excellent trial period for a partnership
or a corporation.
Let's examine some of the necessary elements or considerations for
a multiple man operation to work.
Volume of Business
The business must be large
enough to provide adequate net
income for all families involved.
Adequate income and good living
quarters will make adjustment by
(continued on next page)
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families a lot easier compared to
one or both "families under the
pressure of making ends meet.
Room for growth within the
business is necessary so the junior
party, in particular, will see that
he can grow and develop a business.
In the first year or two of the
operation, the senior member in
the business arrangement m ay
have to subsidize the junior member and may have to help him with
credit by co-signing or selling to
him on contract.
Good Personal Relationships
The parties involved must be
able to w01·k together. Time should
be set aside for planning, management, record keeping and outside
activities. The parties need to establish a business relationship.
In a father-son situation, this
must be a new relationship, replacing the old fa ther-son relationship.
There should be no boss or dominant person. Instead, the individuals should pool their credit, muscle
and ideas. The two parties must
be sensitive to each other's moods
and want to make the arrangement
work.
Decision making must be shared.
It's a real advantage to have another competent person to help
make decisions. The parties should
consult, compromise and decide all
major items within the business.
There should be a willingness to
try new ideas with the understanding that ideas take time and that
there will be mistakes made.
There must be a mutual respect
and confidence between the parties
involved, including faith in the
junior party's ability and judgment.
It should also be understood that
what the parties want and what the
parties can do may be two different
things.
B e tolerant of others' mistakes.
It is important that neither party
lose his temper; that they understand mistakes are human.
Communication is probably the
most important consideration. If

the two can discuss and compromise, use constructive criticism, and
offer a better idea whenever there
is criticism, things ·will probably
work very well.
Unfortunately, no agreement can
be written well enough to anticipate all problems which will arise.
So there must be open communications and compromises to solve the
problems. Care should be taken so
that compromises are not all in one
direction.
' 'Vives should know the overall
business but most of the decisions
should be made on a man-to-man
basis every day. The parties must
learn to speak frankl y, talk about
specific problems, understand the
other person and his moods and use
the correct time to make suggestions. The biggest probl ems on
multiple man operations are the
little things. Don't allow them to
build up. Discuss them as soon as
they ari se and se ttl e them as soon as
possible.
Parties should live apart if at all
possible. It's probable tha t if the
parties li ve in the same house, success will be difficult. Hopefully,
parties will be housed over I 00 feet
apart, if they are going to live on
the same property. It is important
that the two are able to get away
from the business periodically and
that the two are involved in different outside activities.
Avoid 1·igid mles. Parties involved should make the decisions
as to what should be done but not
as to how things are done. Each
person should be allowed the freedom to approach particular jobs
and do them the way he sees fit.
The families of the parties involved must be conside1·ed. Unless
family members are happy, there
is little chance for success. Unhappy wives, in particular, can put
extreme pressure on the business
relationship.
Record Keeping
The kind of record keeping system is not important but the system
should be adequate in analyzing
the business and showing contributions and benefits from the parties
involved. A breakdown should be
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adequate for income tax purposes
as w·ell as analysis of the business.
Contributions and Benefits
The agree ment on contributions
and benefits will need to be
changed on a continuing basis beca use of the change in contributions, particularly by the junior
party.
In a partnership, in particular,
he will probably want to put some
of hi s profits back into the total
business to build h is equity in the
business and receive benefits based
on those contributions.
Jobs and Responsibilities
One major problem where hired
labor is involved is too m an y bosses.
This prob lem ca n be allevia ted by
deciding who will supervise the
labor.
Adjustments should be made for
a ny special interests the parties
have. Normall y, one per on is more
mechanically inclined and wi ll take
the primary responsibili ty for the
equipment, while the other may
be a bet ter cowman and will assume responsibility for the dairy
animals. It isn't critical how this
division is made, it is just critical
that it is made so each person has
his job and the responsibility for
tha t job within the opera tion. This
is by far the most workable arrangement.
Protection of Investments
When added capital investments
are made in the business, there
should be protection for all parties
involved. Each party should be able
to recover his interest in the business should the agTeement be termin ated or the business go into an
esta te because of a death of one of
the parties.
Definite identification of individually owned items should be
written into any agreement. Methods should be spelled out for the
continuation of the business should
something happen to one of the
parties, and for disposal of any
joint ownership items, whether it
be farm improvements, equipment,
or cows.

Fair and Businesslike
The business should be set up to
be agreeable not only to the parties
actively involved but also to other
family members.
Transfer of the Business
Include provisions leading to an
orderly takeover by any surviving
p arties involved in the business.
Any active party or parties
should have the first option on the
business. The value should be
established and the terms of the
takeover determined- a measure
which prevents an heir from dema nding immedia te payment for
his share of the real estate, for example, forcing one partner out of
the business to meet this demand.
In th e absence of such an agreement, a sale might be forced, thus
breaking up the business.
There should be a real effort to
know and appreciate the goals of
the other party although there may
be differences in time they wish
to spend with their families, involvement with community activities such as church, local organizations or leisure time.
Time should be allowed for
things each party sees as important,
and time for these activities should
be set up so that the other party
involved does not feel guilty about
time he spends doing things he and
his family see as important. The
resultant system should be adjusted
so that each party can be involved
in the things he feels important.
Guide to the Heirs
By putting in writing all items
discussed here, a guide for heirs is
established and peace of mind is
ensured to the active parties.
Settling Disputes
Consider having a third party,
agreed upon in advance, for settling
disputes. This might be a lawyer,
banker, accountant, or another producer within the area depending
on the kind of question involved.
The person chosen needs to be
one who has the mutual trust and
confidence of the primary parties.
He probably won't make any deci-

Example I. Dairy working agreement, junior partner adds 10 cows to a 60<ow-herd.

I

12,000 lb m ilk

per cow per year

Mont h ly b udge t

Milk income less hauling
Bull calves sold

600.00
25.00

s 625 -00
Expenses (in surance, tax, interest, depreciation ,
breeding, veterinary)

100.00

Cash income"

$525.00

s 150.00

Ben efi ts-hou e and utilities
Equity in heifers

so.oo

. 725 .00
a From his cash income he mu st pay the principal o n his ca ttle no te.

sion but instead will provide the
basis upon which the primary parties will reach a compromise.
Build in Flexibility
Things are going to change every
day, every month, every year and so
there should be room for changes,
including a means of adjusting for
inputs, such as improvements, capital, tax considerations and emergency situa tions.
Everything in Writing
The agreement should be in writing to provide orderly continuation
in case of death or agreement termination, and should be signed by all
parties involved. The entire family
should be aware of the agreement.
All parties involved should be protected. The written agreement is
also a good basis for beginning
discussion on any business considerations.
Following are three examples of
effective working agreements now
used in Nebraska.
Example l is designed for a
young man who wishes to have his
own cows and has only labor for
his contribution. The present operation of about 60 cows requires
hired labor and will allow only
minimum expansion.
The senior party furnishes all
feed costs, overhead and operating
expenses for the total operation.
Under these conditions only 10
cows are added by the junior party.
At 12,000 pounds of milk, his
monthly income would be $625 less
$100 for his cows' expenses, for insurance, taxes, interest, depreciation, breeding and veterinary. This
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then puts his cash income at $525
per month from which he must pay
equity on his note for his cows.
With this arrangement, house
and utilities valued at about $150/
month are furnished and he gets
to keep the heifer calves from his
cows. Again, the feed expense is
covered by the senior party. His
equity in his calves should be $50 /
month the first year and $100 /
month each year after that.
This, then, means a real income
of a bout $725 per month. (1,000 lb
variation in production per cow
per year means plus or minus $50
income per month.)
Example 2 is designed for a I 00cow operation where the junior
party is interested in developing
his own herd and is willing to furnish the labor for the dairy unit.
Under this agreement, the senior
party furnishes all overhead and
operating expenses plus the first
$150 feed cost per cow per year.
The junior party pays any feed
costs over $ 150. This is set up to
protect the senior party from increasing his milk production without regard to the feed cost.
All of the expense for insurance,
taxes, interest, depreciation, breeding and veterinary on the junior
party's cows are borne by him.
Shown here are four different
production levels and a projected
income. One of the problems when
buying cows is the rapid pay back.
This is illustrated by the large$340/ month- equity payment required. At 10,000 pounds of milk
per cow per year, the junior party's
cash income will be about $315 per
(continued on next page)
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' month and cash income plus equity
··555 per mo nth .
Each additional 1,000 pounds of
milk per cow per year adds I 00
per month to his cash income and
total ·income.
The senior party m ay or may not
furnish h ouse a nd utilities under
this agreemen t.
Example 3 is again a I 00-cow
herd where the junior party is furnishing labor and some management and the se nior party is providing the overhead.
The difference here is that there
is no individual ownership of cattle and the two share in all contri-

butions and income from the dairy
enterprise .
Notice that the senior party is
charging an annual cost for buildings and equipment of $8,565. The
junior party charges 8,000 fo r his
labor and the senior party charges
£1,000 for his labor. Management
is shared equally and a charge of
S I ,250 is made for it.
Agai n in this example, an increase in production per cow would
increase returns considerably.
Example 3 applies to the whole
farm business as well as the dairy
enterprise.
These exa mples are meant only
as guides and should be changed
to fit the needs of persons wishing
to enter a working agreement.

Example 2. D airy working agreem ent, junior p artner adds 25 cows to a 75<ow-herd.
Out of pocket
Equity

Cost

Cow payment

190

Prin.
In t.
250 salvage

S3B
100
26
26

Dep. 450 cost
Vet.
Breeding @ B
Young stock
Feed cost (over 150) 270 Total

150
250
340

S460
$BOO.OO
10,000 lb
1,040
BOO

11 ,000 lb
1,140
BOO

Bull calves

240
75

340
75

Cash
Eq uity

315
340

415
340

P roduction
Net (- ha uling)
-Expenses

T otal income

5655.00

12,000 lb
S l ,250
BOO

--450
75

525
340

$755.00

SB65.00

-

13,000 lb
. 1,350
800
-

-

550
75
625
340

---

$965.00

Income
Milk
Ca lves
T otal income

Seni or party

j unior party

s 7,500

s 2,500

2,550
217
900
B,565
24,000
600
1,125
900
375
1,000
1,250
48,9B2
75.1 %

B50
72
300

3,000
200
375
300
125
B,OOO
1,250
16,247
24.9%

45,000
6,075
5l,Q75
75%

$15,000
2,025
17,025
25%
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D ehydr ated alfalfa (DEHY) is
available across the United States
for use in preparing dairy rations.
One of th e major reasons for its
inclusion in dairy rations in earlier
years was its Vitamin A value.
Tod ay, however , it is much more
economical to use synthetic Vitamin A. Consequently, the use of
dehydrated alfalfa in dairy rations
mu st be justified on other bases.
Since alfalfa is an important Nebraska crop, we have been conducting research on the value of DEHY
in d airy rations.
There is frequently some confusion about the role of DEHY because, nutritionally, it is essentially
a forage, and yet it is generally
included in the ration as a part of
the grain mixture. This article
will discuss the use of DEHY as
a roughage substitute and also as
an ingredient of the grain mixture.
DEHY as a Roughage Replacement

Example 3. D airy working agreement, junior p artner owns 25 % of a 100<ow herd.

Cows-d eprecia tion
I n terest
Taxes
Dea th loss
Buildings & eq uipment
Feed
Breeding
Prod. testing
Veterinary & medicine
Hauling & marketing cull cows
Labor
Management
T o tal contributions
% contribu ted b y each party

Value of Dehydratec

Conventional \4" DEHY pellets
are made from finely ground alfalfa and do not contribute the
coarseness needed to maintain normal milk fat test, so DEHY can
only partially replace other roughages.
We know that the dairy cow
needs a minimum amount of coarse
roughage equal to about l% of
her body weight daily to maintain
normal milk fat test.
We also know that the highproducing cow must have a certain
level of grain in the ration to maintain a high level of production.
The total roughage intake of high
producers should b e limited to
about 2% of body weight, so that
the cow can consume sufficient
grain. Then the level of DEHY
should be limited to not more than
1% of body weight daily.
To be assured o£ both ample
coarse roughages and a high energy
level in the ration, we suggest
about lh% of body weight as a

Alfalfa

•

Dairy Rations

practical limit to use. In two experiments, Kansas workers produced increased milk yield by supplementing daily rations with Y2
lb of DEHY 1100 lb body weight.
The benefit was more for cows fed
prairie hay than for those receiving
alfalfa hay and sorghum silage.
Hov. e'er, about 4 lb additional intake as DEHY was required for the
I lb of improvement obtained in
milk yield,
Connecticut workers supplemented timothy hay with levels of
DEHY up to l.5 o/, of body weight.
DEHY at 1% of body weight produced about 7 lb more milk daily
from 9 lb additional dry matter
consumed.
These results as well as others
indicate that feeding high levels
of supplemental DEHY will increase intake of roughage and total
feed consumption. However, the
efficiency of conversion of the additional dry matter to milk is generally below that for comparable
levels of unground roughages.
Grinding- roughages reduces digestibility and undoubtedly accounts for at least a part of the
loss in efficiency.
It is not very practical to limit
roughage in take under conventional programs of feeding. Therefore, using maxim a l levels of
DEHY in the ration, practically
necessitates feeding complete type
rations in which the roughage and

grain is blended into a single feed.
This method provides absolute
control of the coar e roughage level
in the total ration.
DEHY as a Substitute for Hay
Several experiment in the past
few years have revealed various
nutritional deficiencies and unexplained disorders from feeding
corn silage as the sole roughage for
prolonged periods. Including with
corn silage even 5- l 0 lb of alfalfa
hay per cow daily appears to generally avoid such problems and
yield normal performance over
several lactations of continuous
feeding.
If the value of alfalfa in such
rations r elated to its nutritional
composition rather than its coarse
texture, then DEHY shou ld serve
as effectively as hay in h igh corn
silage rations. DEHY has the advantage over long or chopped hay
in terms of ada pta tion to mechanical hand ling and mixing into the
grain portion of the ration. vVe
have a long term experiment underway at present to test the value
of DEHY rations containing com
silage as the only roughage. In
these rations, 10% DEHY replaces
an equal amount of com silage dry
matter.
Results of the first lactation are
shown in Table 1. Thus far milk
and fat production are not being
maintained as well on the DEHY

Table I. Effect of 10% DEHY in corn silage-based rations.
~1 i lk

ht
10 week
period

2nd

Av.

10 week
period

persisten ce

~

~

00

~

M

~

Fat persistence
1st
10 week
periQI!

2nd

Av.

10 week
period

persistence

- - - - - - - - -(%)
Control
DEHY

Coarse-cut DEHY as
Total Roughage
\'\ e h ave recently completed a
series of experiments with coarsecut DEHY (about Yl!" chop) included in wafers and pellets. The
purpo e was to evalu ate complete
type rations with potential for
being self-feel. We included the
50% DEHY in a wafer (l Y:!" x
I Y2" x %" ) with 50% grain.
Consumption and lactation performance were excellent. However, fa t test dropped 19%. Even
so, this ration maintained milk fat
test better than a mixture of 50%
% "-grain pellets and 50% %"DEHY pellets which reduced the
fat te t from 3.9 to 2.1 % The pellet mixture was also very
palatable and resulted in a very
good response in milk production.
Even though these rations were
fu ll-fed, no off-feed or digestive
problems were noted during several
short-term tri als. Our following
trials showed that when the level
of grain in such rations exceeded
about 30% , the milk fat test was
lowered considerably.
We concluded that pelleted or
wafered complete rations containing coarse-cut DEHY have good
potential in terms of milk producing value and adaptability to mechanical handling, but additional
testing is necessary before such rations can be recommended.
DEHY in the Concentrate Ration

persistence•

- - - - - - - - -(%) - - - -- - - - Control
DEHY

ration as on the control. The reaon for this is not clear. Should
DEHY produce lon g-term benefits,
then such a prepara tion could pl ay
an important role in modern mechani ca ll y handled ra tions.

91

79

85

81

68

80

Many commercially produced
grain rations and supplemen ts contain a low percentage of DEHY.
We conducted experiments to evaluate the inclusion of 10% DEHY
in pelleted and unpelleted grain
rations and in grain rations fed at
high and normal levels. Each experiment ran from the peak of lactation to mid-gestation. Com silage was full-fed as the basal rough(continued on next page)

• Production as a percent of that during base period.
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age with 5-8 lb of alfalfa hay fed
in the fir t two trials and no hay
in the last trial.
DEHY did not appear to h ave
beneficial , or de trim en tal, effects
when included in grain rations fed
at normal levels ( 16 lb / day) . H owever, when included in high grain
rat ions (24 lb / clay) l 0% DEHY reduced milk yield (4% fat adjusted)
in on e trial involving high-producing cows, but had no effect in one
tri al with lower produ cers. Th e
reel ucecl milk yields (3.5 lb / day)
were apparently due to lowered intake of productive energy by cowsfeel th e high-grai n r ations containing DEHY.
In another trial milk yield was
lowered about 4 lb / clay wh en
DEHY was added to a meal type
ration, but affected very little by
DEHY inclusion in pelletecl grain
r ations .
M ilk yields were excellent in
these trials with several cows exceeding 100 lb of daily milk. However, under the conditions of these
tes ts, DEHY did not yield practical
benefits to lactation performance.
The only advantage noted r elated
to reproduction as discussed below.

part of the roughage of dairy rations. However, it wi ll not satisfy
the coarse roughage n eeds for m ainta inin g mi lk fa t test. "hether
DEHY and Reproduction
DEHY is inclu gecl in the grain
In one of our experiments we
ration _or fed separately, its nutrifound a considerably h igher conen t co ntri~ t ion shou ld be cred ited
ception ra te for cows receiving
to the roughage portion of th e raDEHY. H owever, such an effect
tion. ' Vhen included supplemental
was not observed in the two oth<W-"" to low qu ality roughage, DEHY
experiments in which r eproductive
may be helpful a t levels up to I
performan ce wa m easu red. The
lb / cwt da ily for improving milk
experim ent in which reproduction
yield ; howeYer, unless total roughwas improved involved corn silage
age is res tricted to 2 lb / cwt or less,
as the entire ro ughage; whereas,
mil k yield or high-prod ucin g cow
cows received sm all amounts of almay be r eel uced.
falfa hay in the o ther two experiIn add ition to its nutrient valu e,
mrn~.
•
DEHY appears to h ave special
Our present experiment will pro,·a lu e for improving urea utilizavide add itional da ta on this subj ect.
tion, its adaptability to m ech anical
handlin g, and poss ibly for unConclusion
icl en tifi ecl factors related to rumen
DEHY ca n be used to replace a
metabolism and reproduction.

reducing the cos t of protein supplementation of the dairy ration.
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DEHY-Urea Pellet for
Supplemental Protein
R esearch shows DEHY to have
special value in combina tion with
urea. Ohio workers made a pellet
containing about one-third urea
and two-thirds DEHY and compared the protein value of this
product with soybean meal. Milk
yields were essentially equal for
cows feel the urea preparation and
the natural protein ration , and averaged over 17,000 lb per lactation .
vVe compared this same DEHYurea product with a r ation containin g an equal amount of urea, but
·withou t DEHY. Cows averaged 3.3
lb more milk daily when fed the
DEHY-urea pellet. This improved
yield cou ld have resulted from the
2.2 lb greater daily intake of dry
matter.
These results indicate tha t DEHY
may offer an importan t means of

a t the

University of Nebraska

CURRICULUM OPTIONS
U ndergrad ua te programs for .-\ni ma l Science m ajors a nd fo r other
st udents in th e Col lege of Agri cultu re he lp de,·e lo p the student's ca pability
ro cope 11·ith prob le ms of .:\' ebraska's Ji,·es tock indu stry. Beca use of th e size
of this li\'es tock in d ustry-55 ~ or more of I\'ebraska' s agricultural incomeail agri culturi ts wh o work in 1'\ ebra ka must understa nd livestock prod uctio n. \! a ny opti on are ava ilable i n th e undergradu ate Animal Science
proQl·am. Th ese include:
I. Produ ct ion- Beef, Sheep &: S11·ine
2. R ange Production
3. Da iry
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4. Science
5. Business
6. Educa tion

